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CLIENT CHECK MEASURE SHEET
If you are happy with your DIY quote, and would like to proceed with ordering your job, please fill out this
CHECK LIST so that both you as the client, and DIY can ensure the minimisation of potential issues at install.
If possible, DIY suggests that you book a Check Measure by one of our qualified installers before ordering
(Syd Metro only), or have your own builder / installer do a thorough double check of the kitchen area to
make sure that the design you have will be able to be installed hassle free.

CHECK LIST
All dimensions of space checked and confirmed (including ceiling height, windows and doorways,
waste stacks, bulkheads and other obstructions.) Note: when measuring doorways and windows
include architrave.
Cabinet sizes are correct and fit into designated space, including 18mm dress panels and fillers
where required. Note that any cabinets that have visible sides will require a dress panel, any
cabinets against a wall will require a filler. We recommend approx 30mm for fillers against walls.
Fillers are also required to either side of freestanding ovens, dishwashers, and adjacent to blind
return cabinets.
Appliances - check that existing / new appliances suit the cabinets being ordered / fit space
required. Allow 5 - 10mm extra space for dishwashers and freestanding ovens, allow approx
20mm either side of fridge.
Splashback height - Note that legal requirements for Rangehood positions are: 650mm above gas
cooktops (from trivetts) / 600mm above electric cooktops. Confirm that you have allowed for the
appropriate distance.
Have you check that the position of your utilities (power, gas, water supply, waste) suits the
position of your cabinets?
Finishes and materials are confirmed?
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